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his eating, dressing, outdoor excursions, his toys, and other
aspects of home life — are ways of increasing his vocabulary
during the second year. The mother, in turn, should not be
too busy to listen to the child's chatter. His verbalization
of ideas should be encouraged as an essential part of his
development. Giving him something he wants when he
asks for it correctly and not when he indicates his need by
gestures, paying attention only when he addresses the person
properly, answering his questions patiently and in terms he
can understand, furnish motives for learning to use phrases
and sentences. It is best for children to learn the words
in natural situations which demand their use. The mother
may use the word "plate" many times in everyday table con-
versation, and when the child points at or reaches for a plate
the mother may ask, "What do you want?" If the child does
not yet know the word, the mother may say, "Do you want
a plate? Billy wants a plate. Give Billy a plate." Words
must be heard hundreds of times before they are reproduced
correctly, and their meaning is clearly understood. It is
probably unwise to make a lesson of language study by ask-
ing the child to "say robin," "say plate." This forced
vocabulary drill sometimes results in a negative attitude
toward learning new words. It was found that some chil-
dren who could not talk well had been given too much
supervision, while others had received too little instruction
in acquiring new words.
BUILDING    EFFECTIVE    EMOTIONAL
PATTERNS
Emotional behavior is too important for all future learn-
ing to be neglected. It controls, to a large extent, what is
chosen to be learned, as well as the effectiveness of the learn-
ing process. In moderation each emotion has constructive
elements. Therefore the aim in the education of the emo-
tions should be their desirable modification, not their
elimination.
At no time of life can emotional behavior be more readily
modified than in the early years when it is relatively uiijixed

